Kangaroos and Crocodiles: The Timor Sea Treaty of 2018

David Dixon

Frontiers, Borders and Boundaries

This chapter explores frontiers as political and economic constructs, focusing on the contested borders and boundaries of Timor-Leste. At its centre is a dispute about the maritime boundary between Timor-Leste and Australia in which access to petroleum resources in the Timor Sea has been at stake. In 2018, Timor-Leste and Australia signed a Treaty ‘to settle finally their maritime boundaries in the Timor Sea’. Despite considerable mutual self-congratulation, this treaty does not finalise the boundary now (instead creating an anomalous and temporary enclave to accommodate Australia’s economic interests). Nor does it deal conclusively with the crucial question of who should extract oil and gas or where it should be processed: it could not do so, for these decisions are ultimately not for nation states but for international corporations. To them, frontiers are less about pride and security than about opportunities and obstacles.

The maritime boundary dispute can only be properly understood in the broader context of relations between Australia, Timor-Leste, and Indonesia. This leads to a border, the division of the island of Timor between Indonesia and (what is now) the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste. This complex border – one line dividing the island from north to south and another enclosing a small enclave in north-west Timor – is a legacy of colonial occupation by the Dutch in the west and by the Portuguese in the east. For the last quarter of the twentieth century, this border became merely a division between two Indonesian provinces. Soon after East Timor declared independence in the
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wake of its 1975 abandonment by post-colonial Portugal, Indonesia invaded, uniting the island until
a heroic resistance movement led to multinational intervention in 1999 and restoration of
independence – and the border.

Frontiers are of variable tangibility. Land borders are usually identifiable and impact upon lived
space. Maritime boundaries are nebulous and distant: they are the product of complex interactions
involving physical features as well as legal and political compromises.\(^4\) They may differ in regard to
the seabed and the water column above it.\(^5\) Even more amorphous are economic borders,
established by trade or resource-sharing agreements. Then come the least distinct borders between
truth and lies, between expediency and principle, between the past and the future, between
cynicism and integrity, and between people whose lives count and those whose lives do not. In
exploiting the uncertainty of maritime boundaries, Australia trod an unsteady path along the
borders of the final type. Public opinion, in-country action and NGO activity have often contrasted
with political deceit, arrogance and opportunism.

*Soil and Blood*

When Portugal’s colonial regime ended, Indonesia decided that the borders enclosing what was
seen as the anomaly of East Timor within the Indonesian archipelago should be abolished.\(^6\)
Argument about Australia’s responsibility for the Indonesian invasion has continued ever since. On
the most favourable account, Prime Minister Whitlam insisted that the East Timorese had a right
to self-determination and that any Indonesian incorporation of Timor-Leste should be peaceful
and consensual. Unfortunately, the Indonesian generals pushing President Soeharto for

\(^4\) J Nevins, ‘Contesting the Boundaries of International Justice: State Countermapping and Offshore

\(^5\) There are sections of ‘the central and northern Timor Sea where Australia has jurisdiction over the
continental shelf … and Indonesia has jurisdiction over the overlying water column’ (C Schofield,
‘Minding the gap: the Australia-East Timor Treaty on Certain Maritime Arrangements in the Timor
consequences for people whose livelihood depended on fishing in the Timor Sea, see R Balint,
97-102.

\(^6\) This section summarizes a fully referenced account in D Dixon ‘Never Mind: Australia, Indonesia
and Timor-Leste’ (forthcoming).
permission to engage heard only that Australia favoured incorporation, the first part of a notoriously ambivalent, indeed contradictory message. On a more critical reading, Australian references to self-determination (and indeed non-violence) were little more than window-dressing: the Australian Government – along with other allies, notably the USA – encouraged Indonesia to take East Timor, knowing that this would be done by force.

Information about border crossings can be precious and perilous. A clear signal was given to Indonesia by Australia’s failure to protest about pre-invasion incursions by Indonesian forces, even when the largest of these included the slaughter at Balibo of five journalists (2 Australian, 2 British and one New Zealander) to prevent them reporting on Indonesian forces crossing the border into East Timor. The Australian, British and New Zealand governments responded pusillanimously to the murder of their citizens. There was again no protest when another Australian journalist was murdered to stop him reporting on the border being breached conclusively, as Indonesian troops swept into Dili in December 1975.7

This began a period of terror, torture, starvation and displacement for the East Timorese in a hostile occupation which led to the deaths of some 200,000 people, one third of the population.8 What the Indonesian army did must be understood in relation to their responsibility for the massacre of up to one million of their (allegedly communist) compatriots in 1965-66. The rise of the leftist Fretelin in East Timor was a provocation to which the Indonesia army reacted with a savagery that no-one aware of what happened in the previous decade could claim to be surprised. Geoffrey Robinson has shown that the UK, the USA and Australia not only knew about but ‘facilitated and encouraged’ mass murder in Indonesia.9 The Australian Prime Minister, Harold Holt, even thought that joking about it was appropriate.10
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The Indonesian government did what it could to prevent information about what was happening within East Timor crossing the border to international audiences. Australia cooperated by disrupting communications with the Timorese resistance. Meanwhile, the USA and the UK got on with selling military equipment to the Indonesian regime, including napalm and aircraft suited to ground attack. The UN Security Council twice called for Indonesian withdrawal. The General Assembly passed eight resolutions between 1975 and 1982 recognising the right of the East Timorese to self-determination and independence. Initially these called for Indonesian withdrawal, later shifting to weaker expressions of humanitarian concern. Shamefully, Australia voted in favour of the only the first, subsequently abstaining or voting against. The UK abstained throughout. The USA abstained from the first, then voted against all subsequent resolutions.

International governmental opinion began to shift when indisputable evidence emerged of a massacre at a Dili cemetery in 1991. Soeharto’s resignation and economic problems in Indonesia provided the potential for a change of policy. Australian Prime Minister John Howard suggested a gradual move to self-determination for East Timor. This was expected to lead to consensual legal incorporation into Indonesia on improved terms. However, Indonesian Prime Minister Habibe lost patience and called a referendum. Finally given the power to decide their own future, the people of East Timor voted overwhelmingly for independence. The Indonesian military exacted a terrible revenge as it withdrew, executing a campaign of murder and destruction which left thousands dead and most of Timor-Leste’s buildings and infrastructure in ruins. Having ignored warnings of what could happen, Australian belatedly led an international peace-keeping mission which provided the conditions for Timor-Leste’s independence in 2002.

Australia’s policy towards Timor-Leste provides a case study of the problems of setting morality and expediency against each other. Consistently, politicians and officials insisted that relations with Indonesia were more important than what happened in East Timor and that their critics were naïve and idealistic. One thing that pragmatic arguments cannot survive is empirical failure. Decades after the 1975 invasion, Australian-Indonesian relations are cool and distrustful. Meanwhile, despite frequent disappointments, Timor-Leste continues to seek friendship with Australia. This is testament to economic interest, but also to recognition of how far Australian public opinion on Timor-Leste is from the cynical pragmatism of Canberra. Meanwhile, relations


12 The resolutions are available at https://etan.org/etun/genasRes.htm (accessed 1 July 2018), while the shameful record of General Assembly votes is collated at https://etan.org/etun/UNvotes.htm (accessed 1 July 2018).
between Timor-Leste and Indonesia are now much better than either country’s relationship with Australia. According to Xanana Gusmão, ‘Our countries enjoy a close friendship and have become a global model for reconciliation’.13

It is a great irony that after fears of communist infiltration had such impact on East Timor’s and Indonesia’s history that Australia’s treatment of Timor encouraged Chinese companies to engage in Timor Sea exploration as well as other commercial development.14 China is also a major purchaser of gas from the Timor Sea. Meanwhile, fears about Timor-Leste becoming the ‘Cuba of South Seas’15 look quaint as Cuba is ‘winning the hearts and minds of the people’ by ‘delivering basic health care and literacy to the rural poor’.16 Thanks to Cuba’s training program, Timor-Leste has ‘more doctors per capita than any other country in south-east Asia’.17 With walls in Dili carrying anti-Australian slogans, ‘it is the Chinese and the Cubans who are making the greatest advances – politically, economically and socially – in shaping its future’.18

This is a harsh story of realpolitik, in which fears about destabilisation in the region and concern to develop political and economic links with Indonesia took precedence over responsible friendship,

13 Quoted, Maritime Boundary Office (MBO), *Timor-Leste’s Maritime Boundaries* (Government of Timor-Leste, 2016) 3. A hero of the resistance, Xanana Gusmão went on to be President (2002-2007), Prime Minister (2007-2015), Minister of Planning and Strategic Investment, and lead negotiator with Australia over maritime boundaries.


16 P Quiddington, ‘East Timor’s Big, Dopey Neighbour Really Needs to Wake up’ *Sydney Morning Herald* (11 September 2009).

17 K Hodal, ‘Cuban Infusion Remains the Lifeblood of Timor-Leste’s Health Service’ *The Guardian* (25 June 2012).

human rights and national integrity. As an Australian parliamentary committee reported, ‘Australian policy towards East Timor has often been characterised as one in which pragmatism, expediency and self-interest have prevailed at the expense of a more principled approach’. Decolonization and neo-colonialism are seen very differently if one sits in Dili rather than Canberra – or London or Washington, for the UK and USA were directly implicated in the suffering of the East Timorese in the final quarter of the last century.

**Oil and Water**

Australia’s economic interest in Timor’s resources has a long history. Indeed, ‘the first oil concession sought by an Australian business dates from 1905’. Significant exploration began in the early 1960s when the Australian Government granted permits to operate in the Timor Sea to what is now Woodside Energy (Australia’s largest independent oil and gas company). In so doing, Australia asserted its claim to the seabed to the edge of a continental shelf running up to the Timor Trough, which is only some 70 kms from Timor. This accorded with the law of the sea at the time.

In the 1970s, references to maritime boundaries and oil extraction appeared with increasing frequency and focus in Australian government records. From this period ‘the desire to control oil and gas in the Timor Sea influenced (the Department of Foreign Affair’s) thinking in favour of East Timor’s integration with Indonesia’. Commercial investment and resource development required stability and certainty about borders, boundaries and resource extraction rights, so legal and political clarification became increasingly attractive. Borders are constructed purposively, which often includes serving economic needs. The corollary is that a frontier space where there is no clear legal delimitation of authority may be socially, politically, and economically undesirable.

As early as 1965, a cabinet document showed that the Australia Government saw ‘no practicable alternative’ to eventual Indonesian takeover of East Timor. Australia rebuffed requests from
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Portugal in 1970 for negotiations over a maritime boundary, preferring to make a deal first with Indonesia.\textsuperscript{24} In 1972, Australia and Indonesia agreed a treaty which set a maritime boundary between those countries based on the continental shelf delineation.\textsuperscript{25} According with an approach which was accepted international law but about to be challenged,\textsuperscript{26} this greatly favoured Australia, as the continental shelf put the maritime boundary much closer to Indonesian West Timor.\textsuperscript{27} Indonesia’s willingness to be so accommodating to Australia has been ascribed to President Soeharto’s interest in good relations, and the accompanying economic aid and political support. The legal technicality of borders and boundaries must set in the political and economic contexts in which they are negotiated. Soeharto was seen as a man with whom the Australian Government could do business, despite his regime’s corruption, authoritarianism and slaughter of hundreds of thousands of its own people in the anti-communist purge of 1965-1966.\textsuperscript{28} The ‘expectation that President Soeharto would be as accommodating in negotiating a seabed treaty in the Timor Sea to the south of East Timor’\textsuperscript{29} would be disappointed, but not before contributing to Indonesian confidence that a brutal invasion of East Timor would be tolerated by Australia.

Borders and boundaries are conventionally envisaged as dividing one state from another. However, a third state’s interests may be directly involved. The failure to include Portugal in maritime boundary negotiations created the problem of the ‘Timor Gap’ – the sea off East Timor’s south coast. It was in Australia’s and Indonesia’s common interest to define the Timor Gap as narrowly as possible, despite the impact on a third state – or indeed, in order to marginalise that state’s interest.


\textsuperscript{28} The ‘despite’ in this sentence may well be inappropriate. Robinson (2018) makes clear that the USA and UK were implicated in the purge.

\textsuperscript{29} King, 2002, 75.
Richard Woolcott, subsequently Australian Ambassador to Indonesia, gave the facile justification that it was ‘simpler and more practical to complete the complex seabed boundary negotiations with Indonesia than it would have been with Portugal or an independent East Timor’.  

Only when a treaty had been signed with Indonesia did Australia offer to negotiate with Portugal. Portugal replied that negotiations should be delayed until the Third Conference on the Law of the Sea (which began in 1973) was complete, expecting it to confirm the shift in international law towards defining boundaries primarily by medians rather than geophysical features such as continental shelves. However, Portugal did not hold off granting exploration permits in 1974 to an American company in part of the Timor Sea claimed by Australia, much to Canberra’s displeasure.

The significance of all this increased when, in 1974, Woodside discovered the massive potential of the Greater Sunrise Field. Coinciding with the declining production outputs from Australia’s major oil fields elsewhere, this attracted great interest from Australian officials and companies.  

‘Now where’s the champagne?’

As noted above, the Australian Government had good reason to think that Indonesia would be easier to deal with than either Portugal or an independent East Timor. It is an overstatement to claim that Australian governments’ complicity in Indonesia’s destabilisation and invasion of East Timor was simply ‘rooted in the desire for oil.’ Political factors (fears of communism, concerns about regional stability, prioritisation of relations with Indonesia) were also significant. However, there can be no doubt that consideration of East Timor’s future was poisoned by Australian economic self-interest.
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As an Australian senator put it in 1973, the Timor Sea promised to match ‘the fabulous riches of the Middle East’.

The 1975 invasion opened the way for Australian-Indonesian negotiations to close the Timor Gap, which Australia expected to be straightforward, hoping ‘to simply rule a line to join the end points of the existing seabed boundaries with Indonesia’. This optimism was a significant factor in Prime Minister Whitlam’s notoriously ambivalent signals to Soeharto about incorporation and self-determination. When Whitlam’s successor, Malcolm Fraser, visited Jakarta in 1976, he was accompanied by the managing director of BHP, which had a controlling interest in Woodside-Burma. However, this time the Indonesian Government would not be so accommodating: realising what a poor deal the 1972 Treaty had been, they argued for a median line boundary.

It seemed that the Australia Government’s acquiescence in Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor had come to nothing. However, obstacles to offshore resource exploitation resulting from the failure to agree on a legal boundary were eventually overcome by negotiating a resource sharing agreement. In 1989, Australian and Indonesian politicians signed the Timor Gap Treaty, providing for development of the seabed in the area off Timor which had not been covered by the 1972 Treaty. Proceeds were to be equally shared between Australia and Indonesia.

This took place during a champagne-accompanied ceremony on a flight over the Timor Sea: Indonesian Foreign Minister Ali Alatas being toasted by his Australian counterpart, Gareth Evans, ‘represented the photo-snap image of Australia’s recent history of moral and political bankruptcy in relation to East Timor’.

36 J O’Byrne, quoted King 2002, 85.

37 MBO 2016, 17.

38 King 2002, 93.
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Australia caused great offence in East Timor by signing this treaty. Xanana Gusmão denounced it as ‘a total betrayal by Australia of the Timorese people’. The reason deserves emphasis: Australia was agreeing to benefit from one of the worse crimes of the twentieth century. Australia was the first country to recognise Indonesian sovereignty over East Timor. Doing so was a necessary precursor to entering into legal agreements about boundaries and resource-sharing, despite itself being probably in breach of international law. In the International Court of Justice, Portugal attempted to challenge this agreement to exploit an area for which it was still (according to UN resolutions) responsible, but this was blocked by Indonesia’s refusal to accept the Court’s jurisdiction.

Chega

This attempt to resolve the Timor Gap problem threatened to unravel when Timor-Leste emerged as an independent state following Indonesia’s withdrawal in 1999. Australia’s political leaders had assisted belatedly and reluctantly, but its troops led the International Force East Timor (INTERFET) mission bravely and effectively. What had been a division between two Indonesian provinces became an international border. While its precise delineation would be a lengthy process, this was less complicated than the tasks of drawing maritime boundaries and negotiating associated resource sharing agreements.

Australia sought to minimise the economic impact of independence by replicating the resource sharing arrangements made with Indonesia. José Ramos-Horta put it bluntly: ‘Ever since our independence, Australia has tried to push down our throats the same arrangement it unfairly managed to sell to Indonesia’. Australia was keen to continue the existing arrangement out of
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concern that Indonesia would seek to renegotiate the 1972 Treaty if it saw Timor-Leste getting a better deal: Australia had benefited significantly from exploiting resources in an area which a treaty drawing a median line would have allocated entirely to Indonesia. In fact, Australia did not wait for Timor-Leste’s formal independence and had sought to prepare the ground by negotiating a Memorandum of Understanding with the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET), providing for post-independence application of the Timor Gap Treaty’s provisions to Australia’s continuing development in the Timor Sea of a ‘Joint Petroleum Development Area’ (JPDA).

On 20 May 2002, the day of independence, Timor-Leste signed the Timor Sea Treaty (TST) with Australia to govern the exploitation of oil and gas resources in the JPDA. The TST split the benefits of the JPDA 90%-10% in Timor-Leste’s favour, sailing ‘as close to recognition of East Timor’s sovereignty over the disputed seabed as it is possible to manoeuvre without conceding the point entirely’. As Strating points out, ‘The quid pro quo for the unequal split was Australia winning lucrative downstream revenues via rights to pipe gas from the JPDA to Darwin’. Subsequent attempts to negotiate the boundary failed, so TST was followed by the 2006 Treaty on Certain Maritime Arrangements in the Timor Sea (CMATS). Instead of a boundary, the outcome was an agreement to share benefits equally from areas outside the JPDA, including Greater Sunrise.

Words of Hope in Troubled Times (Longueville 2017). Nobel Peace Laureate Ramos-Horta was Timor-Leste’s President, then Prime Minister, 2006-2012, and co-founder of DTP.

48 Senate Committee 2000, 60, 73.


Timor-Leste was under pressure from oil companies and international donors to make an agreement allowing oil and gas to flow. While allocating Timor-Leste half the non-JPDA revenues, CMATS put ‘a moratorium on “asserting, pursuing or furthering” a permanent maritime boundary for the next 50 years’. The Australian Government hoped that there would be no talk of maritime boundaries until Greater Sunrise had been exhausted, by which time the location of the boundary would be inconsequential. However, CMATS also provided for its own termination by either state if a development plan for Greater Sunrise had not been approved within six years. The Australian Government claimed that the allocations of shares of JPDA and CMATS revenues were acts of pure generosity to Timor-Leste: former Foreign Minister Downer spoke of personally giving these benefits to the Timorese for whom he had ‘a soft spot’. Downer even claimed ‘We gave East Timor its freedom and its independence...’ Such patronising attitudes and historical insensitivity rankled in Timor-Leste, increasing resentment and encouraging ambition. Australia could not give something that it had never properly owned: the ownership of the seabed was what the dispute was about.

**Negotiating a Solution**

Proposing that matters decided in the difficult circumstances following independence should be renegotiated, Gusmão set delineation of maritime boundaries as ‘a matter of national sovereignty and the sustainability of our country. It is Timor-Leste’s top national priority’. This raised domestic expectations and reduced the room for compromise.

The Australian Government rebuffed Timor-Leste’s attempts to open negotiations about a maritime boundary, so a way was found to make engagement unavoidable. Timor-Leste launched

54 Nevins 2004, 7.

55 MBO 2016, 20.


57 Quoted, Strating, 2017, 266.


proceedings in the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) in 2013 seeking to invalidate CMATS on the
ground that it had not been negotiated in good faith because of Australia’s espionage (see below),
and requesting compulsory mediation under the Convention on the Law of the Sea (CLOS). While
Australia had withdrawn from the binding dispute settlement procedures under the CLOS, its
attempt to avoid legal responsibility was not fully effective. Timor-Leste was still able to activate the
compulsory conciliation procedure under article 298 and Annex V of the 1982 CLOS. A Conciliation
Commission began work in mid-2016, with the PCA acting as a registry for the proceedings. Australia
tried to block the Commission’s work and, when this failed, ‘repeatedly emphasised the non-binding
nature of the UNCC recommendations’. None the less, for reasons to be discussed below, Australia
thereafter engaged positively and this innovative activation of conciliation under CLOS led to
significant results.

In January 2017, Timor-Leste activated its option to terminate CMATS, removing that treaty’s block
on negotiating over maritime boundaries. It also dropped its legal actions against Australia, allowing
the latter to negotiate without the embarrassment of public criticism spurred by proceedings about
spying and bullying. In a significant change of policy, Australia agreed to negotiate on boundaries,
joining with Timor-Leste and the Conciliation Commission in making a ‘commitment to work in good
faith towards an agreement on maritime boundaries’. The 2018 Treaty which emerged from the Commission’s work was announced with great optimism. According to the Chair, the kangaroo of Australia and the crocodile of Timor-Leste were dancing together. In light of the history outlined above, the unlikeliness of this rapprochement calls for some explanation. Australia’s new enthusiasm for international legality must be set against its need

60 MBO, 2016, 16.


62 Joint Statement (2017) Joint Statements by the Governments of Timor-Leste and Australia and the
Conciliation Commission constituted pursuant to Annex V of UNCLOS, http://timor-leste.gov.tl/wp-
Commission produced a full account of its process in Report and Recommendations of the
Compulsory Conciliation Commission between Timor-Leste and Australia on the Timor Sea, 9 May

63 ‘Remarks delivered by HE Ambassador Peter Taksφe-Jensen on the occasion of the signature of
the Timor-Leste Maritime Boundaries Treaty’ https://pcacases.com/web/sendAttach/2303 (accessed
1 July 2018).
to distinguish itself from China. Its attempt to disengage from CMATS had left the Australian Government open to accusations of hypocrisy when, in the context of the South China Sea dispute, its Foreign Minister lectured the Chinese Government on the importance of international law, referring to CLOS as ‘the foundation for peace stability and prosperity in East Asia’. Displaying commendable chutzpah, a Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) official claimed that Australia’s dealings with Indonesia and Timor-Leste ‘show Australia’s commitment to rules-based order’. The Dili-based NGO La’o Hamutuk acidly enquired: ‘Do some of the “Rule of Law” trainers and advisors AusAID pays to work in Dili need to build capacity in Canberra?’ (2017: 8).

Concern over China’s outreach in the South China Sea dwarfed that over Australia and Timor-Leste’s disagreements. Australia came under diplomatic pressure from its allies to deal with the embarrassment of its apparently unprincipled ambivalence towards the CLOS. In 2017, the US House of Representatives Armed Services Committee reported that boundary negotiation between Australia and Timor-Leste ‘sends a positive signal to other states in the region regarding adherence to a rules-based international order ... and could serve as an example for resolving disputes peacefully and could have benefits to cooperative maritime efforts in the region’, directing the Secretary of Defence to report on ‘how a peaceful resolution might affect overall US defense and security interest in the region’. The message to Canberra was clear: deal with this. So Australia brazenly shifted the Timor issue from embarrassment to exemplar. The 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper introduced the agreement with Timor-Leste as ‘a testament to the way international law, in particular the UNCLOS, reinforces stability and allows countries to resolve disputes peacefully ... It is an example of rules-based order in action’. The White Paper was too busy making veiled critical references to China and to the South China Sea as ‘a major fault line in the regional order’ and to its
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commitment to building ‘a region where disputes are solved ... in accordance with international law’ to acknowledge the hypocrisy of its position on the Timor Sea.\textsuperscript{69} By late 2017, the Secretary of DFAT was bluntly linking the issues, asserting that China would do well to follow Australia’s law-abiding example.\textsuperscript{70} This bluster is likely to be more appealing in Canberra that in Beijing, where memories tend to be longer.

\textbf{Resources and Boundaries in the Timor Sea}

The first map shows the borders of various kinds in the Timor Sea between 2002 and the 2018 Treaty. The JPDA included Baya-Undan, the largest of several fields which are reaching the end of their life.\textsuperscript{71} Output is piped to a processing facility in Darwin, Australia.

\footnotesize\textsuperscript{69} 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper (Australian Government, 2017) 105, 46; see also 1, 79, 82.


The JPDA sat amidst a series of maritime areas. Immediately to the north were Timor-Leste’s coastal waters. On either side to the northeast and to the northwest, areas of coastal waters were held by Indonesia under the 1972 Australia-Indonesia Treaty. To the south, there was the area stretching from the median line to Australia: Timor-Leste made no claim to this. To the west, there was an area including a series of major fields - Laminaria, Corallina, Buffalo - which lay north of the median but outside the JPDA. These have been ‘fully or mostly depleted by Australia’ which has taken all the proceeds, ignoring arguments that the funds from such fields should go into an escrow account until boundary negotiations were complete.\textsuperscript{72} While Australia continues to provide aid to Timor-Leste, its value is calculated to be half that which Australia has received from the Laminaria-Corallina field alone.\textsuperscript{73} Finally, straddling the eastern edge of the JPDA, there was Greater Sunrise (Sunrise and Troubador) which has ‘the largest known deposits of hydrocarbons in the Timor Sea’.\textsuperscript{74} It is this

\textsuperscript{72} Triggs and Bialek, 2002; MBO 2016, 11.

\textsuperscript{73} Timor Sea Forum, \textit{Time for Fair Borders in the Timor Sea} (TimorSeaJustice, 2015)

\textsuperscript{74} MBO 2016, 56.
border – the eastern lateral – which was at the heart of the dispute leading to (and beyond) the 2018 Treaty. Because only 20% of Greater Sunrise lay within the JPDA, a Memorandum of Understanding between Australia and Timor-Leste in 2003 provided for its unitisation. CMATS allocated 50% of the non-JPDA area proceeds to Timor-Leste, while (as noted above) it got 90% of the JPDA proceeds.

A Median Line?
Timor-Leste’s argument for a median line could rightly claim to be consistent with several decades of boundary determination law and practice. Publicity for Timor-Leste’s case focused on the median line, as it lent itself to a straightforward argument for fairness. Its persuasiveness is illustrated by an Australian Joint Select Committee on Treaties (JSCT) report on CMATS which noted that: ‘A large number of submissions support the position of Timor-Leste in the maritime boundary dispute – a delineation of boundaries based on the median line principles’. This characterisation of the matter must have encouraged Timor-Leste. Drawing a median line is more complicated than simply finding a mid-way point. If a proportionality test taking into account the different lengths of the two coastlines, as in the dispute between Malta and Libya, had been applied, the median could have been set well above half-way between Australia and Timor, leaving East Timor without a claim to fields such as Bayu-Undan. However, the 2018 Treaty provided Timor-Leste with the median line running from east to west for which it had argued so strongly. While this was a symbolic and political victory, its economic significance was limited because it did not in itself give Timor-Leste control of Greater Sunrise. For this, Timor-Leste had to run a much harder argument – the redrawing of the lateral boundaries running north to south.


**The Lateral Boundaries**

To the West of the JPDA, Timor-Leste relied on Lowe, Carleton and Ward’s legal opinion to argue for a boundary set by calculating a perpendicular from the coast.\(^79\) Despite some doubts about the justification for this,\(^80\) Australia agreed to re-drawing the western lateral by allocating a triangle west of the JPDA to Timor-Leste. This was subject to one crucial condition: the 2018 Treaty debarred Timor-Leste from any claim to a retrospective share of the historical proceeds from Corallina, Laminaria and Buffalo.

**Map 2**

**The 2018 Timor Sea Treaty**

---


\(^80\) Triggs and Bialek 2002, 351.
Even more contentious was the area including much of Greater Sunrise to the east of the JPDA. A change which did no more than set the median line as the maritime boundary would be of limited benefit to Timor-Leste. While potentially increasing its share from 90% to 100% of the proceeds from the fifth of Greater Sunrise within the JPDA, this would leave the complex issue of the remaining bulk to the east, an area allocated to Australia by the Australia-Indonesia 1972 Treaty. As noted, Timor-Leste obtained 50% of the proceeds under CMATS. Timor-Leste argued the boundary of the JPDA should be expanded further east because the Timor Gap was too tightly drawn in the agreement between Australia and Indonesia which excluded Portugal. Timor-Leste’s case was that the 1972 eastern boundary did not take account of the island of Jaco, while giving too much effect to small Indonesian islands and coastal features which had been interpreted as requiring the Gap to converge from 140 nautical miles on the coast to 120 at the median line. Timor-Leste submitted that an appropriate maritime boundary would create an area which broadened out (rather than narrowed) from the coast to a simple median line so that Greater Sunshine sat comfortably within it.81

Despite insistent advocacy by Timor-Leste and its supporters, international law does not provide a simple method of setting lateral boundaries. Article 83(1) of CLOS requires countries to delimit maritime boundaries by agreement ‘in order to achieve an equitable solution’, but does not mandate a particular methodology. This might have indicated the need for tripartite negotiations, with Timor-Leste taking Portugal’s place in discussions with Australia and Indonesia. It had been acknowledged in the 1970s ‘that those endpoints might have to be revised were there ever to be any negotiations among all three parties with an interest in the Timor Sea’.82 However doing so might have encouraged Indonesia to seek to renegotiate the 1972 Treaty, arguing that it should be updated to reflect current norms of maritime boundary settlement.83 Australia has been concerned


that a wholesale review could be potentially ‘a deeply unsettling development in our relationship with Indonesia and for our foreign policy generally’.  

Fortunately for Australia, Indonesia seems in no hurry to renegotiate the 1972 Treaty, has made no claim to Greater Sunrise, and has treated the matter as settled in dealings with the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf in 2009. It appears that Indonesia’s focus is on the maritime boundaries to the north rather than the south of Timor and that it regards itself as ‘well-endowed with energy resources elsewhere and has yet to develop significant identified resources well within its sovereign boundaries’. Indonesia may well not relish having to negotiate with Woodside and other companies which would have to be convinced of the commercial security of developing a field in Indonesian waters.

The complexity of national and commercial interest in the area surrounding Greater Sunrise meant that a simple eastern boundary – such as that claimed by Timor-Leste which would have put all of Greater Sunrise within its area - was an unlikely outcome. If Timor-Leste managed to negotiate borders which put Greater Sunrise in its exclusive zone, then ‘Timor would be able to dismiss the joint venturers who were unwilling to contemplate (upstream processing) development in Timor and to enlist a developer sympathetic to Timor’s nationalist development goals’. China is an obvious possibility as an alternative partner. This made Australian retention of some of Greater Sunrise politically as well as economically important.

The 2018 Treaty produced what was effectively a resource sharing agreement dressed up as a boundary settlement. As Strating points out, ‘the boundary is deceiving ... because Greater Sunrise remains subject to joint development’ and is, in effect, ‘a shared sovereignty zone until the field is
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depleted’. A line was drawn north from the south-east tip of the JPDA. But rather than proceeding straight north-northeast to meet the boundary of Indonesian seabed, the line dog-legs north-west across Greater Sunrise, leaving a significant but anomalous enclave in Australia’s jurisdiction (see Map 2). Its function is confirmed by the unusual provision in the 2018 Treaty which declares the arrangement to be temporary and to be subject to change when petroleum extraction is complete and agreement has been reached between Indonesia and Timor-Leste delimiting the continental shelf boundary, when a simpler boundary will be completed. The Treaty also establishes ‘a special regime’ for the development of the Greater Sunrise Fields which makes management, dispute resolution and governance provision, establishes a process for producing a development plan and allocates at least 70% of the upstream revenue to Timor-Leste.

The resource sharing arrangement is also conditional, depending on where the output from Greater Sunrise is processed. However before exploring the processing issue, we will examine the emergence of the 2018 Treaty from the fractious relationship between Australia and Timor-Leste.

**Diplomacy, Conflicts and Interests**

At a 2002 meeting in Timor-Leste, Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer was reported to have been ‘belligerent and aggressive’. He ‘thumped the table and abused’ Prime Minister Alkatiri and his officials, telling them: ‘We don’t have to exploit the resources. They can stay there for 20, 40, 50 years. We don’t like brinkmanship. We are very tough … Let me give you a tutorial in politics – not a chance’. This incident says much about the Australian Government’s condescending and self-interested treatment of its neighbour.

Just two months before Timor-Leste’s independence in 2002, Australia modified its acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice so as to exclude maritime boundary
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disputes, preventing Timor-Leste from seeking judicial determination of a boundary in the Timor Sea. While Australia was within its legal rights to do so, this was hardly the action of a country committed to the international rule of law. Downer explained that he did not want ‘having courts and arbiters and, you know, people over there in The Hague deciding on our relationship’ with neighbours.\textsuperscript{94}

Following CMATS, Timor–Leste tried for several years to open negotiations about the maritime boundary or to renegotiate resource sharing, claiming that CMATS imposed unfair and disadvantageous arrangements on a country that, at its emergence to independence, was impoverished, disorganised, diplomatically and legally inexperienced, and dependent on foreign aid.\textsuperscript{95} Australia’s representatives reject this account, counter-claiming that ‘Timor-Leste proposed many of the key aspects of these arrangements itself, celebrated them at the time as major achievements, and has benefited significantly from them’.\textsuperscript{96}

The Australian Government claimed that Timor-Leste’s ‘change of heart in relation to the Timor Sea treaties has created uncertainty, raised sovereign risk, undermined investor confidence and considerably delayed Greater Sunrise’s development’.\textsuperscript{97} From this perspective, Timor-Leste had done well from the exploitation of fields in the JPDA which are or soon will be depleted, while facing the prospect of a less advantageous division of the spoils from Greater Sunrise. In addition, Timor-Leste is portrayed as petulantly reacting to Woodside’s refusal to pipe the output to a new processing facility in Timor-Leste which would boost the local economy (see below).

The Timor Sea story has brought attention to the close relations between the Australian Government and Woodside. An expression of this relationship has been the movement of people between them. In 2005, the retired head of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Ashton Calvert, was appointed to the Woodside Board. When Alexander Downer, Australia’s long-serving foreign minister (1996-2007), left politics, he took a very lucrative consultancy with Woodside the following year. Soon after finishing as Energy and Resources Minister (2007-2013),
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Martin Ferguson went to work as an Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association lobbyist representing companies including Shell, Exxon Mobil, Woodside and BHP. Ferguson was replaced in Government by a former Woodside executive, Gary Gray, who was Resources and Energy Minister for several months in 2014. The closeness of relations between Woodside and the Australian Government justifies Collaery’s description of Woodside as ‘an instrument of foreign policy by proxy’\(^{98}\) - although one could equally say that the Australian Government became an instrument of commercial ambition by proxy. It seems that where interests coincide, there can be no conflict of interest.\(^{99}\)

**Dirty Deeds in Dili**

Downer’s consultancy with Woodside provoked an embarrassing and damaging revelation of how the Australian Government dealt both with Timor-Leste and with its own critics. Angered by Downer’s action, a former member of the Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS), since identified as only as Witness K, made a startling revelation. During refurbishment of the Timor-Leste Government’s offices in Dili in 2004, notionally as part of an AusAid development program, Australia had taken the opportunity to install listening devices which had been used to spy on Timor-Leste’s preparation for the CMATS negotiations. A question which will probably never be answered is who, in the commercial-governmental complex, first thought that bugging a friendly government for economic advantage was a good idea? Using aid work to camouflage espionage is highly irresponsible and ‘runs the risk of endangering all legitimate aid workers who seek to help the disadvantaged… To deploy intelligence agents under the cover of aid workers is to exploit the fragile trust that aid agencies must forge with their host country. It weakens their security because it discredits their altruism … To excuse such actions as being in the national interest is breathtakingly cynical’.\(^{100}\) The Government claims that Witness K’s action endangered ASIS officers and their families, but the real threat was to development workers as a result of ASIS espionage.
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There was already resentment in sections of ASIS that the Dili operation had improperly diverted resources from investigation of an attack on Australia’s embassy in Jakarta.\(^{101}\) When the officer ‘expressed disquiet at the diversion of scarce resources’, he was dismissed. He complained to the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security.\(^{102}\) When, in 2013, he attempted to travel to give evidence at The Hague in support of Timor-Leste’s claim that the espionage meant that CMATS had been negotiated in bad faith, his passport was cancelled. The authorities then raided Witness K’s home and the premises of Bernard Colleary, a prominent Canberra lawyer who represents Timor-Leste’s interests, seizing various documents. Timor-Leste began action in the International Court of Justice and seeking their return.\(^{103}\) The Australian Government claimed that national security was at stake: it is rare that the economic interest of the country and the commercial interest of a major company have been so openly identified as matters of national security.\(^{104}\) In March 2014, the International Court of Justice made Australia the subject of an embarrassing interim order neither to use the material seized nor to obstruct contact between Timor-Leste and its lawyers.\(^{105}\) Australia returned the papers and the case was discontinued in 2015. A lasting effect of this affair was to allow Timor-Leste to take the moral high ground in arguing for new maritime boundaries, not least to deflect persistent claims about corruption and misconduct within its own government.

However, the Australian authorities just would not let it go. In June 2018, Witness K and Colleary were charged with breaches of official secrets laws. Reports that Colleary planned to publish a book
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on the affair may have incited this. At the time of writing, the authorities are muttering darkly about national security and seeking trial in camera. Those with any sense of irony note that the current Australian Prime Minister was once the lawyer for the publishers in the Spycatcher proceedings...

\section*{Development Economics}

Both Australia and the oil companies have enjoyed a great advantage in negotiating with Timor-Leste: they know that Timor-Leste cannot afford a significant delay because its economic position is precarious. 90\% of Timor-Leste’s state budget and 70\% of total GDP has relied on revenue from the JPDA. It has been invested in a sovereign wealth fund which ‘has significantly encouraged social and economic development since 2005’. The World Bank reports that in the decade following 2005, Timor-Leste ‘made good progress in alleviating poverty and the benefits of public investment are becoming evident with sharply improved access to electricity and significant improvement in other basic infrastructure services’. However, Timor-Leste remains in the UN’s category of Least Developed Countries: ‘Poverty remains persistently high, particularly in rural areas, where the majority of the population lives. Nearly half of the population is estimated to live below the national poverty line of US$0.88 per day’.
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The World Bank put it bluntly: ‘oil production is ceasing, leaving a large fiscal deficit and a depleting sovereign fund’. It estimated that oil production ‘may have fallen by as much as 50% in 2016’, while oil revenue fell by 60%. The budget ran into deficit, with ‘the government running down its financial assets’. For the Timor-Leste Government, further development depends on continuing revenue from resource exploitation. This reliance is unsustainable unless Greater Sunrise is exploited because the ‘Baya-Undan field will stop producing in 2022 and the $16 billion sovereign wealth fund could be depleted by 2025’. At stake in Greater Sunrise are reserves now thought to be worth twice that estimated a decade ago: 5.3 trillion cubic feet of gas and 225.9 million barrels of condensate worth some $40 billion. However, the World Bank reports that ‘The prospect of new oil fields being exploited in Timor-Leste remains highly uncertain ... Even if viable fields were developed (this) is unlikely to happen for 10 years’.

Woodside leads a commercial joint venture also includes Royal Dutch Shell, ConocoPhilips and Osaka Gas. In 2015, Woodside suspended further preparatory work on Greater Sunrise until boundary and processing issues were resolved. This announcement was intended to put pressure on the Timor-Leste government to agree to continuing the CMATS agreement without establishing a maritime boundary and to installing a floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) plant rather than on-shore processing. From the resource companies’ perspective, the decline in oil and gas prices reduced short-term pressure to get Greater Sunrise operational, and encouraged them to play hard ball with Timor-Leste. However, Woodside has predicted that ‘commodity prices will rally in 2019’ and hopes the governance issues will be resolved by then.
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Processing Proceeds

While Timor-Leste’s public rhetoric focused on the maritime boundary, a quite different question was of equal significance and complexity: where should the output from Greater Sunrise be processed – in Timor-Leste, in Australia, or at sea on a FLNG facility? What was at stake had been demonstrated by the benefits (including several thousand jobs) which the Bayu-Undan pipeline brought to Australia’s Northern Territory. Having been forced to accept this as a cost of CMATS, Timor-Leste was determined to lose out again.\(^\text{118}\) The Timor-Leste Government has refused to approve any development plan for Greater Sunrise which did not include piping to a processing facility on Timor’s south coast.\(^\text{119}\) In optimistic anticipation of winning the case for on-shore processing, Timor-Leste invested heavily in ‘mega-projects and large-scale infrastructure spending’,\(^\text{120}\) notably the Tasi Mane Project, ‘the flagship programme of Timor-Leste’s development strategy’\(^\text{121}\) which involves three petro-chemical industrial clusters on Timor-Leste’s south coast.

Timor-Leste’s problem is that while borders and boundaries can be agreed by governments, operational decisions are made by corporations seeking the most commercially favourable option. For a time, there was considerable friction between Timor-Leste and Woodside, whose chief executive Don Voelte stated that the pipeline would go to Timor-Leste ‘over my dead body’. Woodside’s adversarial and disparaging treatment of Timor-Leste in this period has been strongly criticised by a former Woodside employee.\(^\text{122}\) The real obstacle was not Voelte’s body, but the 3000 metre Timor Trough which a pipe to Timor-Leste would have to cross. Objections that doing so
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would be either impossible or prohibitively expensive\textsuperscript{123} were countered by claims that it can be done technically and economically enough to meet the commercial standard required.\textsuperscript{124} 

Woodside favoured a FLNG facility on which gas would be ‘processed, liquefied and stored ... before being loaded onto tankers and exported’ directly to consuming countries.\textsuperscript{125} Shell, one of Woodside’s partners in the Greater Sunrise Joint Venture, was committed to FLNG which had been ‘touted as the solution to the soaring development costs now blighting the next wave of LNG investment in Australia’.\textsuperscript{126} However, enthusiasm for FLNG has declined so rapidly following substantial delays and budget blow-outs in Shell’s Prelude project, an enormous FLNG facility off West Australia\textsuperscript{127} that FLNG has dropped out of contention. This left use of the Darwin, where another of Woodside’s partners, ConocoPhillips, operates a facility for product piped from Baya-Undan which, with the depletion of that field, will soon be in need of new supply. By 2018, the Conciliation Commission could report that the ‘Joint Venture have consistently held the view that only Darwin-LNG is commercially viable’.\textsuperscript{128} 

The 2018 Treaty includes provisions designed to encourage Timor-Leste to accept processing in Australia. If output is not piped to Timor-Leste, its share of the upstream revenue will increase from 70% to 80% and there are local content commitments to improve Timor-Leste’s workforce and industrial capacity.\textsuperscript{129} The Conciliation Commission did not resolve this matter of where output should be processed: ‘this is less a bilateral negotiation between Australai and Timor Leste, and more a complex multiparty negotiations between these states and a consortium of oil companies’.\textsuperscript{130} 
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However, it did engage independent assessors of the choice between Timor-Leste and Darwin. While their report did not make recommendations, its conclusion was clear: processing on Timor-Leste would only be commercially viable if Timor-Leste subsidized it by an allocation of funds at a level which is unthinkable.\textsuperscript{131} Again, measures to encourage Timor-Leste to accept Darwin LNG were included. The Joint Venture had committed to locating support operations for the Greater Sunrise Project in Timor-Leste and providing ‘funding for a domestic gas pipeline to Timor-Leste which could be used for power generation, industrial development, and petrochemicals, for the benefit of the Timorese people’ supplying gas at ‘gas transfer price’, as well as a range of other commercial, employment, education and investment incentives.\textsuperscript{132}

Xanana Gusmão had become strongly committed to piping output to a south coast hub, claiming that it is ‘non-negotiable’.\textsuperscript{133} He responded angrily and sarcastically to the Commission’s paper, challenging the good faith of the Conciliation Commission, Australia and the commercial venture partners.\textsuperscript{134} Elections in May 2018 left Gusmão as the apparently dominant force in Timor-Leste’s domestic politics, despite Prime Minister Taur Matan Ruak’s Popular Liberation Party’s criticism of big infrastructure projects and dependence on oil.\textsuperscript{135} Timor LNG is now as politically significant as the maritime boundary. In mid-2018, Timor-Leste may have achieved delineation of its maritime boundaries, but it seems no closer to getting the economic benefits on which its future has been staked.\textsuperscript{136} While its Strategic Development Plan aims for ‘a sustainable and diversified non-oil economy’ by 2030 and a ‘modern diversified economy’, it still looks to ‘the petroleum sector to ‘provide an industrial base to our economy’ and remain ‘a key pillar of our future development’.”\textsuperscript{137}
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Opinion on the location of processing is not uniform in Timor-Leste, with the ever-pragmatic José Ramos-Horta expressing scepticism about the Government’s attitude: ‘We must be the only country in the world that has organised demonstrations against international investors’. The view is that Timor-Leste should focus not on on-shore processing, but on a deal of the kind offered to access ‘all the LNG gas it needs for electricity generation and industrial feedstock, and supply the entire domestic market for household LPG’ so providing the power supply to encourage other economic activity. This finds some support from critics of the Timor-Leste Government’s investment in the south coast development who say Timor-Leste should diversify its economy, reducing dependence on oil and gas. The World Bank agrees that the ‘overriding fiscal challenge for Timor-Leste is transition to a more sustainable model and rebalancing towards private-sector-led growth’. It is argued that local benefits of LNG should not be overstated, especially given the limited capacity of Timor-Leste to supply material and skilled works. ‘For more than decade (La’o Hamutuk) and others in civil society have encouraged the (TL) government to cut its dependency on petroleum income and steer a more sustainable course. Even the World Bank, after years of echoing the government’s petroleum-dominated priorities, highlighted the need for non-petroleum economic development in its 2013-2017 Country Partnership Strategy’. Almost inevitably, the phrase ‘resource curse’ is applied by the Government’s critics. Most commentators agree that, whatever happens, it will not happen quickly, and delay may be very costly to Timor-Leste. The Conciliation Commission comments in its paper on processing ‘the benefits of developing Greater Sunrise will
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only be realized if the field is in fact developed’. That depends on not just nations, but also investors and commercial operators, agreeing to do so.

Timor-Leste faces a real dilemma. The leadership has made much of the sovereignty principle, linking both the maritime boundary and on-shore processing in the completion of Timor-Leste’s independence. La’o Hamatuk described the drawing of maritime boundaries as ending ‘one of the last remnants of Indonesia’s illegal occupation of Timor-Leste: Australia’s continued occupation of significant parts of our maritime territory’. ‘The issue of the boundaries as a matter of sovereignty, while symbolically important, is a distraction from the core consideration. What really matters for Timor-Leste’s sovereignty and its economic viability is a quick resolution on the pipeline, leading to a swift development of the fields.’ If the new boundary does not lead to the promised economic recovery, the domestic political and social consequences could be very problematic.

Kangaroos and Crocodiles
In mid-2018, the Timor Sea dispute is far from over. Australia has done very well out of it so far, emerging with the proceeds of fields now acknowledged to be within Timor-Leste’s maritime boundaries which are secured from any claim for compensation, one-third of the Greater Sunrise area, at least 20% of the Sunrise proceeds, identified as the favoured location for processing Sunrise product, and claiming the high ground of international legality in criticising China. Portugal and Indonesia are disengaged, although the latter has interests, in both boundaries and resources, which remain uncertain. Timor-Leste may have won a symbolic victory in negotiating a maritime boundary on the median line, but such boundaries may prove to be less significant than economic divisions. Meanwhile, Australia moves on without acknowledging how its treatment of a vulnerable neighbour has crossed borders of honesty, decency and morality.
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